English as a second or foreign language Wikipedia
April 19th, 2019 - English as a second or foreign language is the use of English by speakers with different native languages. Language education for people learning English may be known as English as a second language (ESL), English as a foreign language (EFL), English as an additional language (EAL), or English for speakers of other languages (ESOL). The aspect in which ESL is taught is called teaching English as
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Longman Preparation Series for the TOEIC amp reg Test 5th
April 16th, 2019 - Click image to enlarge The TOEIC Tutor videos will guide you through each part of the exam so that you know exactly what to expect on the day

Emotions elicited while drinking coffee A cross cultural
April 19th, 2019 - Consumers assess products not only based on their physical aspects but also on their emotion evoking components. Many methods such as EsSense Profile ® GEOS and ScentMove have been developed for evaluating various kinds of products. Research has suggested the need for developing a specialized lexicon for specific food or beverage categories